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Abstract—Vehicle re-identification (Re-ID) has been attracting
increasing interest in the field of computer vision due to the
growing utilization of surveillance cameras in public security.
However, vehicle Re-ID still suffers a similarity challenge despite
the efforts made to solve this problem. This challenge involves
distinguishing different instances with nearly identical appear-
ances. In this paper, we propose a novel two-branch stripe-
based and attribute-aware deep convolutional neural network
(SAN) to learn the efficient feature embedding for vehicle Re-ID
task. The two-branch neural network, consisting of stripe-based
branch and attribute-aware branches, can adaptively extract the
discriminative features from the visual appearance of vehicles. A
horizontal average pooling and dimension-reduced convolutional
layers are inserted into the stripe-based branch to achieve part-
level features. Meanwhile, the attribute-aware branch extracts
the global feature under the supervision of vehicle attribute
labels to separate the similar vehicle identities with different
attribute annotations. Finally, the part-level and global features
are concatenated together to form the final descriptor of the input
image for vehicle Re-ID. The final descriptor not only can sepa-
rate vehicles with different attributes but also distinguish vehicle
identities with the same attributes. The extensive experiments
on both VehicleID and VeRi databases show that the proposed
SAN method outperforms other state-of-the-art vehicle Re-ID
approaches.
Index Terms—Deep learning, part feature learning, vehicle re-
identification, feature embedding.
I. INTRODUCTION
AT present, vehicle search and re-identification (Re-ID)are receiving increasing research interest in the field
of computer vision due to their important applications in
video surveillance. Specifically, vehicle Re-ID is the problem
of identifying the same vehicle across different surveillance
camera views. In practical scenarios, vehicle Re-ID is a very
challenging computer vision problem, due to the inconspicu-
ous divergences among different instances. Therefore, how to
develop an effective vehicle Re-ID method has attracted more
and more attention.
Despite serving as a unique ID of a vehicle, license plates
are not always reliable because they can be easily faked. In
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Fig. 1: (a) Three vehicle images come from different vehicle
identities with similar appearance. Apparently, distinguishing
them is difficult because all three vehicle identities come from
the same vehicle model. (b) Discriminative vehicle parts of
images in (a). (c) Three vehicle images come from different
vehicle identities with similar appearance. Although they be-
long to different models, distinguishing them is difficult. (d)
Discriminative vehicle logos of images in (c). (e) Three vehicle
images of VeRi database come from different vehicle identities
with similar appearance. Although they have different types,
identifying them is difficult.
addition, plates are sometimes unrecognizable because of the
low resolution of the license image. Therefore, appearance-
based vehicle Re-ID plays an important role in real-world
applications. To address the problem of appearance based
vehicle Re-ID, two large benchmark databases, namely, Ve-
hicleID [1] and VeRi [2] were released. On the basis of these
databases, several deep learning-based vehicle Re-ID methods
[2]–[4] have been proposed to develop an efficient global
feature representation for each vehicle, while researchers in
[1], [5]–[7] used a distance metric to pull matched image pairs
closer and mismatched ones farther. However, both of these
two strategies are flawed in some aspects. First, although the
deep learning-based networks have the ability to learn global
semantic features from an entire vehicle image, these networks
still fail to focus on some small but discriminative regions,
such as inspection marks on windscreen and personalized
decorations inside, as shown in Fig. 1. Such discriminative
regions are important in identifying a vehicle when different
vehicles share an extremely similar appearance. Moreover, the
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2metric learning methods treat images in mismatched pairs
equally and ignore the hierarchical multigrain relationships
among vehicles.
In this paper, we explore the similarity phenomenon in
vehicle Re-ID. As illustrated in Fig. 1 (a), different vehicles
usually share similar geometric shapes and appearances which
can be difficult to distinguish for deep models. However,
variances are present in part-level features (e.g., stickers in
windows), which are easily recognizable by human beings, see
Fig. 1 (b). Moreover, different vehicles can be very similar
despite belonging to different model, as shown in Fig. 1
(c). Therefore model annotations are obviously beneficial for
vehicle Re-ID, see Fig. 1 (d). In our paper, two vehicle
databases, namely, VehicleID and VeRi are utilized for the
experiments. The train set of VehicleID database has the
model labels, whereas the VeRi database not. Fortunately, the
type information is annotated in VeRi database. As illustrated
in Fig. 1 (e), the vehicle images in the VeRi database are
extremely similar despite belonging under different types. As
a result, type annotations are also helpful for vehicle Re-ID.
To handle the similarity phenomenon in vehicle Re-ID,
we propose a two-branch stripe-based and attribute-aware
deep convolutional neural network (SAN) for vehicle re-
identification, which integrates the part-level features and
attribute information into a unified architecture. The proposed
SAN has two branches, namely, stripe-based branch and
attribute-aware branch. The former is developed to achieve
discriminative part-level features, which are important in dis-
tinguishing different vehicle identities. On the other hand, the
latter utilizes attribute labels to separate the similar vehicle
identities with different attribute annotations. Specifically, in
the attribute-aware branch, the model and type labels of the
VehicleID and VeRi databases are adopted, respectively.
In summary, the contribution of our work is three-folds:
1) An effective representation learning framework is de-
signed by jointly considering part-level and global repre-
sentations.
2) A novel two-branch SAN is proposed, in which part-level
features and attribute information are combined to en-
hance the discriminative capability of the final descriptor
for vehicle Re-ID.
3) State-of-the-art results are achieved in the two challeng-
ing datasets: Rank-1 accuracy of 79.7%, 78.4%, and
75.6% in the three test sets of VehicleID; and mean
average precision (mAP) and Rank-1 accuracies of 72.5%
and 93.3%, respectively, on the test set of VeRi.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section
II introduces the related works. Section III describes the
proposed two-branch SAN for vehicle Re-ID. Section IV
presents the experimental results that validate the superiority
of the proposed method. Section V concludes this paper.
II. RELATED WORKS
A. Re-identification (Re-ID)
Re-identification (Re-ID) is widely studied in the field of
computer vision. This task possesses various important appli-
cations. Most existing Re-ID methods focus on person Re-ID
problems, which aim to determine the target persons in a large
gallery set using probe images. Recently, CNN-based features
have achieved great progress on person Re-ID. Authors in [8],
[9] utilized local cues by extracting multiple patches from a
loosely associated image of human body parts. In addition,
some attempts [10], [11] have been made to improve person
Re-ID performance using person attributes. Almazan et al.
[12] introduced a list of good practices that can design and
train an efficient image representation model for person Re-
ID. The key practices include hard triplet mining, pretraining
for identity classification, dataset augmentation with difficult
examples, sufficiently large image resolution, and state-of-the-
art base architecture. Triplet mining and ID classification have
been already adopted in vehicle Re-ID [13], [14]. Kumar et al.
[14] demonstrated an extensive evaluation of contrastive and
triplet losses during vehicle Re-ID.
B. Vehicle Re-ID
Recently, vehicle Re-ID has gained increasing attention
from scholars in related fields. Liu et al. [1] proposed a new
large-scale vehicle Re-ID dataset VehicleID, which contains
26,267 different vehicles with over 222,000 images collected
from real surveillance cameras and labeled at the identity level.
They also introduced a pipeline that uses deep relative distance
learning (DRDL) to project vehicle images into an Euclidean
space, where the distance can directly measure the similarity
of two vehicle images. Liu et al. [2] also constructed another
dataset called VeRi-776, which adopts visual features, license
plates and spatial-temporal information, to explore the vehicle
Re-ID task. Shen et al. [15] proposed a two-stage frame-
work that incorporates complex spatial-temporal information
of vehicles to effectively regularize Re-ID results. Yan et al.
[6] presented two high-quality vehicle datasets, namely, VD1
and VD2, which contain diverse annotated attributes. They
also implemented generalized pairwise and multigrain-based
list rankings with multi-attribute classification in a multitask
deep learning framework to handle vehicle Re-ID task. Zhou
et al. [16] designed a viewpoint-aware attentive multi-view
inference (VAMI) model that only requires visual informa-
tion to solve multi-view vehicle Re-ID problems. While He
et al. [17] proposed a simple yet efficient part-regularized
discriminative feature-preserving method, which enhances the
perceptive capability of subtle discrepancies, and reported
promising improvement.
C. Discriminative part-level features
Many recent works [16]–[24] in vehicle Re-ID have used
discriminative part-level features and reported encouraging
improvement. After deep learning methods dominated the
computer vision community, handcrafted part features for fine-
grained recognition have declined. Therefore, extracting dis-
criminative part-level features through deep learning methods
is widely used by the computer vision community. Some works
[18]–[20] in vehicle Re-ID have utilized vehicle key points to
learn local region features. Wang et al. [18] proposed to exploit
20 key point locations to localize and extract discriminative
part-level features. Zhou et al. [16] adopted a viewpoint-aware
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Fig. 2: Diagram of the proposed SAN. In this paper, ResNet-50 is used as the backbone network, which is split into two
independent branches that use the same feature map F generated by stacked convolutional layers from the backbone network.
In the stripe-based branch, 1 × 1 Conv refers to 1*1 convolutional layer for reducing the dimension of p. Each dimension-
reduced column vector h is inputted into an ID classifier, whereas column vector g is fed into an ID and model/type classifiers.
Each classifier in stripe-based and attribute-aware branches is implemented with a fully-connected (FC) layer and a sequential
Softmax layer. During training, each classifier is supervised by cross-entropy loss and predicts the identity or model/type of
the input vehicle image. During testing, q pieces of h and g are concatenated to form the final descriptor of the input vehicle
image.
attention model to select the core regions at different view-
points of vehicle images. They implemented an effective multi-
view feature inference by extracting the discriminative part-
level features of the selected core regions. Several recent works
[17], [21]–[23] in vehicle Re-ID have stated that specific parts
such as windscreen, lights and vehicle brand tend to have much
discriminative information. Guo et al. [22] proposed a novel
two-level attention network supervised by a multigrain ranking
loss (TAMR) to learn an efficient feature from windscreen and
car-head parts. In [24], different directional part features were
utilized for spatial normalization and concatenation to serve
as a directional deep learning feature for vehicle Re-ID.
D. Attribute-embedded Re-ID
Attributes have been extensively investigated as the mid-
level semantic information to boost vehicle Re-ID task. Several
works [16], [25], [26] in vehicle Re-ID have adopted vehicle
attributes, such as model and color, to recognize vehicles
as important traits. Li et al. [25] introduced the attribute
recognition into a vehicle Re-ID framework, along with veri-
fication and triplet losses. Zheng et al. [27] proposed a novel
deep network architecture guided by meaningful attributes,
including camera views, vehicle types, and colors, for vehicle
Re-ID. Zhao et al. [28] collected a new vehicle dataset with 21
classes of structural attributes and proposed a novel region of
interest (ROIs)-based vehicle Re-ID and retrieval method, in
which the deep features of ROIs were extracted on the basis
of structural attributes. In addition, re-ranking with attribute
information has been used by several scholars [29], [30].
Nguyen et al. [29] applied specialized attribute classifiers to
narrow down vehicle retrieval results by focusing on specific
attributes of a vehicle. Huang et al. [30] proposed a viewpoint-
aware temporal attention model for vehicle Re-ID, which
utilizes deep learning features and metadata attributes from
the re-ranking phase for result refinement.
III. PROPOSED METHOD
A. SAN
In this paper, we propose a two-branch deep convolutional
neural network to learn efficient feature embedding for vehicle
Re-ID. The overall framework of the proposed method is
shown in Fig. 2. Given as input a vehicle image, the stacked
convolutional layers from the backbone network will auto-
matically form a 3D feature map. A conventional pooling
layer is inserted into the stripe-based branch instead of the
original global pooling layer, to spatially down-sample the
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Fig. 3: Schematic diagram of horizontal average pooling
operation.
feature map into pieces of column vectors. Then, the column
vectors will be dimension-reduced and used to achieve part-
level features. Meanwhile the attribute-aware branch extracts
the global feature from the feature map under the supervision
of vehicle attribute labels. The details of these components are
described below.
1) Backbone Network: Diverse backbone networks (e.g.,
VGG CNN M 1024 [31], Google Inception [32], and ResNet
[33]) have been adopted in previous vehicle Re-ID models.
In concept, SAN can take any deep convolutional neural
network designed for image classification as the backbone
network. In this paper, ResNet-50 is used due to its competitive
performance and relatively concise architecture. Following the
modification strategies in several state-of-the-art person Re-ID
models [34], [35], the last spatial down-sampling operation in
the backbone network is set to 1 to obtain a feature map with
high spatial size. High spatial resolution always enriches the
granularity of feature.
2) Stripe-based Branch: Height-wise partition is a common
strategy in person Re-ID models, because the human body can
be divided into several meaningful parts (e.g., head, thorax,
legs, and feet). Similar to a human body, a car body can be
roughly divided into several meaningful parts in the vertical
axis (e.g., ceiling, windshield, header panel, and wheels).
Therefore, a horizontal average pooling layer and a dimension-
reduced convolutional layer in the stripe-based branch are
designed to extract the part-level features of vehicle images in
the vertical axis. The basic feature map of activations produced
by the backbone network is assumed to be F ∈ Rm×m×c,
where m and c represent the height/width, and channel sizes,
respectively. In addition, the vector of activations viewed along
the channel axis is defined as a column vector. The horizontal
average pooling and dimension-reduced convolutional layers
can be described as follows.
i) Horizontal Average Pooling Layer: The horizontal av-
erage pooling layer partitions F into q horizontal stripes
and averages all column vectors in a same stripe into a
single part-level column vector pi (i = 1, 2, · · · , q, the
subscripts will be omitted unless necessary). Combine all
part-level column vectors together to obtain the horizontal
average pooling feature map P ∈ Rq×1×c, as shown
in Fig. 3. For example, p1 is equal to the average of
f1,1, f1,2 · · · f1,15, f1,16, f2,1, f2,2 · · · f2,15, f2,16, that is,
p1 =
1
32 (f1,1 + f1,2 + · · ·+ f1,15 + f1,16 + f2,1 + f2,2 +· · ·+ f2,15 + f2,16).
ii) Dimension-reduced Convolutional Layer: If each part-
level column vector p is directly inputted to a classifier,
the vehicle Re-ID model will incur too high computa-
tional resources. Moreover, several state-of-the-art per-
son Re-ID works [34], [36] have attempted to insert a
convolutional layer before the classifier to reduce feature
dimension and reported promising results. On the basis of
such modification strategies, a dimension-reduced convo-
lutional layer is used in the proposed network to reduce
the dimension of p, and the dimension-reduced column
vectors h are set to 512-dim.
Given that the horizontal average pooling layer uses an
average pooling operation, the forward and backward prop-
agations can be briefly introduced as follows. Assume that
the input feature map of an average pooling layer is F =
[F1, F2, · · · , Fm]T ∈ Rm×m, the average pooling window
size is 2 ×m, and the output feature map is P ∈ Rm2 ×1 =
[p1, p2, · · · , pm2 ]T . Then, the forward propagation of this av-
erage pooling layer can be calculated as follows:
pi =
1
2m
2i∑
j=2i−1
m∑
k=1
Fj,k, (1)
where pi is the i-th element of P , and Fj,k is the k-th element
of the j-th row vector of F . On the basis of the chain rule,
the backward propagation of this average pooling layer can be
calculated as follows:
∂L
∂F2i−1,1
=
∂L
∂pi
∂pi
∂F2i−1,1
=
1
2m
∂L
∂pi
,
. . .
∂L
∂F2i−1,m
=
∂L
∂pi
∂pi
∂F2i−1,m
=
1
2m
∂L
∂pi
,
∂L
∂F2i,1
=
∂L
∂pi
∂pi
∂F2i,1
=
1
2m
∂L
∂pi
,
. . .
∂L
∂F2i,m
=
∂L
∂pi
∂pi
∂F2i,m
=
1
2m
∂L
∂pi
, (2)
and the matrix form can be formulated as follows:
∂L
∂F2i−1
=
1
2m
[
∂L
∂pi
,
∂L
∂pi
, · · · , ∂L
∂pi
],
∂L
∂F2i
=
1
2m
[
∂L
∂pi
,
∂L
∂pi
, · · · , ∂L
∂pi
], (3)
where F2i−1 = [F2i−1,1, F2i−1,2, · · · , F2i−1,m] is the (2i−1)-
th row vector of F , and L is the loss function (i.e., Eq. (4))
of the overall learning framework, which will be discussed in
the following subsection.
3) Attribute-aware Branch: Given that the vehicle’s at-
tributes (i.e., ID, model, and type) are not absolutely mutu-
ally exclusive, multi-attribute prediction essentially becomes
a multi-label classification problem. In the attribute-aware
branch, a global average pooling layer is used to obtain the
5global features of the input vehicle images. After the global
average pooling layer, the branch is divided into two parts.
Each part contains a fully-connected layer, with K neuron
units to predict K-classes, respectively.
The vehicle’s attributes are utilized in the attribute-aware
branch to extract the global feature. However, not all the
images in the VehicleID dataset are labeled with the vehicle
model attribute; only 90186 vehicle images in the training set
are annotated with model information while the others are
not. To solve the missing model label problem, DenseNet121
[37] is adopted to predict the model labels of the vehicle
images without model annotations. During the training phase,
the DenseNet121 model is trained by images with ID and
model annotations and supervised by cross-entropy loss to
predict the identity and model of the input vehicle image.
During the testing phase, the DenseNet121 model predicts
the soft-label of the vehicle image without model annotation.
Here, the model label of vehicle image is predicted by the
model instead of being manually labeled, hence, we name the
predicted model label of the vehicle image as soft-label.
On the basis of the aforementioned backbone network,
stripe-based branch and attribute-aware branch, the SAN is
constructed, which consists of horizontal average pooling and
dimension-reduced convolutional Layers, as shown in Fig. 2.
Last but not least, the effectiveness of the horizontal average
pooling layer in suppressing the horizontal viewpoint varia-
tions can be explained as follows. In the proposed method, the
backbone network transforms an input vehicle image I with
size 256 × 256 × 3 (i.e., height × width × channel) into a
feature map F of 16× 16× 2048. For the feature map F , the
horizontal average pooling layer further obtains the average
of every two rows of F to form the output feature map P
of 8 × 1 × 2048. Each element of the output feature map P
is a stable feature (i.e., the mean value of every two rows)
calculated from a large horizontal stripe reception field (i.e.,
height × width = 32 × 256), which covers the entire input
image in the horizontal direction. Consequently, the proposed
horizontal average pooling layer becomes more robust to the
appearance changes caused by horizontal viewpoint variations.
Therefore, the proposed method can comprehensively describe
an input image in the horizontal direction by using a horizontal
average pooling layer.
B. Loss Function
Similar to [26] and [36], the Softmax function is utilized to
predict the identity or model/type of the input vehicle image.
Assuming that the input vehicle image is I , the vehicle image
with model annotation is Im, and the vehicle image with model
soft-label is Is. Here, the loss function of the proposed method
can be expressed as follows:
L =
q∑
i=1
Li + LID + LModel, (4)
where q is the number of stripes; Li represents the cross-
entropy loss of the i-th stripe in the stripe-based branch;
and LID and LModel are the cross-entropy losses of the
ID and model/type branches in the attribute-aware branch,
respectively. In our experiments, Li, LID and LModel are
formulated as follows:
Li = −
Ki∑
k=1
log(p(ki))q(ki), (5)
LID = −
C∑
c=1
log(p(c))q(c), (6)
LModel =
{
−∑Mm=1 log(p(m))q(m), I = Im
−∑Mm=1 log(p(m))s(m), I = Is, (7)
where Ki is the class number of i-th stripe; C and M are
the class numbers of the ID and model/type branches in
the attribute-aware branch, respectively; p(ki), p(c), p(m) ∈
[0, 1] are the i-th stripe prediction probability of class k,
the ID branch prediction probability of class c, and the
model/type branch prediction probability of class m, respec-
tively; q(ki), q(c) are the ground truth label distribution of the
i-th stripe and ID branch; and q(m), s(m) are the ground truth
label distribution and the ground truth soft-label distribution
of the model/type branch, respectively. q(ki), q(m), s(m) can
be formulated as follows (q(c) can be calculated by Eq. (8)
as well):
q(ki) =
{
0, ki 6= yi
1, ki = yi,
(8)
q(m) =
{
0,m 6= ym
1,m = ym,
(9)
s(m) =
{
0,m 6= ys
1,m = ys,
(10)
where yi is the ground truth ID label, ym is the ground truth
model label, and ys is the ground truth model soft-label. All
terms, except the ground truth term, will not be considered in
Eq. (5)(6)(7). Thus, cross-entropy losses Li, LID, and LModel
can be simplified as:
Li = −log(p(yi)), (11)
LID = −log(p(yi)), (12)
LModel =
{ −log(p(ym)), I = Im
−log(p(ys)), I = Is. (13)
IV. EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we initially perform ablation studies on
VehicleID [1] and VeRi [2] datasets to validate the benefit
of each branch of SAN both quantitatively and qualitatively.
Then, we list the comparisons with various state-of-the-art
vehicle Re-ID methods to demonstrate the superiority of SAN.
In our experiments, the Euclidean distance is used to measure
the similarity of a vehicle pair described using part-level and
global features.
6TABLE I: Detailed results (%) of ablation study on VehicleID and VeRi. Components marked with “X” are used in each model.
Here, LID stands for the attribute-aware branch only with ID cross-entropy loss, whereas LModel stands for the attribute-aware
branch only with model cross-entropy loss.
Settings
Striped-based Branch attribute-aware Branch VehicleID VeRi
q=2 q=4 q=8 LID LModel
Test = 800 Test = 1600 Test = 2400
mAP r=1 r=5
r=1 r=5 r=1 r=5 r=1 r=5
ResNet-50
X 68.0 82.1 66.9 79.6 62.2 76.8 61.0 89.2 95.5
X X 76.1 90.9 73.7 88.0 70.9 85.4 66.7 90.3 95.8
X 74.0 88.2 73.3 85.7 71.6 82.7 67.0 92.1 96.4
X 74.6 90.2 74.1 87.0 72.6 83.2 67.4 92.1 96.4
X 76.1 91.6 75.1 87.4 73.4 84.9 70.1 93.2 97.0
X X X 79.7 94.3 78.4 91.3 75.6 88.3 72.5 93.3 97.1
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Fig. 4: Cumulative matching characteristic (CMC) curve of ablation study on (a) Test800, (b) Test1600, and (c) Test2400 of
VehicleID and (d) VeRi.
A. Datasets and Evaluation Protocols
Datasets. We choose two of the most common vehicle
datasets in our experiments, namely, VehicleID and VeRi:
VehicleID: This dataset contains 221,763 daytime images of
26,267 vehicles captured by multiple real-world surveillance
cameras distributed in a small city of China. Each vehicle is
captured from either the front or back viewpoint. All images
are labelled with vehicle ID; however, not all the images are
labelled with the vehicle model. A total of 250 models are
annotated as attributes. The VehicleID dataset is divided into
a training subset containing 110,178 images of 13,134 subjects
and three testing subsets, namely, Test800, Test1600, and
Test2400, to evaluate the performance in different data scales.
Test800 contains 800 gallery and 6,532 probe images of 800
subjects. Test1600 comprises 1,600 gallery and 11,395 probe
images of 1,600 subjects. Test2400 includes 2,400 gallery and
17,638 probe images of 2,400 subjects.
VeRi: This dataset contains over 50,000 images of 776 vehi-
cles captured by 20 cameras in unconstrained traffic scenarios.
Each vehicle is captured by 2-18 cameras under different
viewpoints, illuminations, occlusions, and resolutions. The
images are annotated with vehicle ID and type. Nine types
are annotated as attributes. The VeRi dataset is divided into
a training subset containing 37,781 images of 576 subjects
and a testing subset with 13,257 images of 200 subjects. For
the evaluation, one image of each vehicle captured from each
camera is applied as a query. Then, a query set containing
1,678 images of 200 subjects and a gallery including 11,579
images of 200 subjects are finally obtained.
Evaluation Protocols. Following the general evaluation
protocols in the Re-ID field, the Cumulative Matching Charac-
teristic (CMC) curve and mean Average Precision (mAP) are
adopted to obtain a fair comparison with the existing methods.
CMC is an estimation of finding the correct match in the
top K returned results. mAP is a comprehensive index which
considers both the precision and recall of the results.
B. Ablation Studies
First, we conduct comparison experiments to validate the
effectiveness of the attribute-aware branch. Then, we verify
the benefits of the stripe-based branch. The detailed results
of the ablation studies are illustrated in Table I. Moreover,
we also plot the CMC curve in Fig. 4 to show the detailed
match rate results from top 1 to top 20 in the three test sets
of VehicleID and VeRi. The notations q = 2, q = 4, or q = 8
indicate that the number of branches in the stripe-based branch
is set to 2, 4, or 8, respectively.
1) Effectiveness of the Attribute-aware Branch: To validate
the effectiveness and superiority of the attribute-aware branch,
we compare it with our baseline (i.e., ID cross-entropy loss
based on ResNet-50), which is shown in the first row of
Table I. As shown in Table I, although models with LID
have already reached a considerably higher accuracy compared
with the results reported in [16], [22], the proposed attribute-
aware branch, which includes LID and LModel, demonstrate
further improvement. In comparison with the baseline with
only LID, the improvement of the attribute-aware branch
under the three test sets of VehicleID in terms of Rank-1
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Fig. 5: Visualization of the effectiveness of two-branch stripe-based and attribute-aware network. From left to right: input
image, feature map of baseline only with LID, feature maps of attribute-aware and stripe-based branches, and feature map
of the proposed SAN. In comparison with the baseline, the attribute-aware branch focuses more on the car-head part, which
contains headlights, logo and license plate area. Local identity details, such as inspection marks on windscreen and use traces
on car head, can be spotted only by the stripe-based branch. SAN, which consists of attribute-aware and stripe-based branches,
further enhances these discriminative local details considerably.
accuracy is 8.1%, 6.8%, and 5.7%, respectively. On VeRi,
the improvements in Rank-1 and mAP are 1.1% and 5.7%,
respectively. The consistent performance improvement on both
datasets confirms the superiority of the proposed attribute-
aware branch. Thus, the correctness of adding discriminative
vehicle attribute information to the Re-ID model for structured
feature embedding learning is demonstrated.
Furthermore, we conduct qualitative visualization experi-
ments on the two branches of SAN to determine how the
proposed two-branch stripe-based and attribute-aware network
works. The feature maps after the first max-pooling layer in
the backbone network are visualized because the feature maps
of the following layers become increasingly abstract as the
layer deepens. For the feature maps of the baseline, stripe-
based branch, attribute-aware branch, and SAN, the most
active channel in the feature map of SAN is selected, and
the corresponding channel of baseline, stripe-based branch and
attribute-aware branch are visualized. As shown in Fig. 5, the
baseline model only focuses on the outline of the vehicle and
ignores subtle details. Compared to the baseline model, the
attribute-aware branch focuses more on the car-head region.
In this branch, some subtle clues in the car-head region that
can identify a vehicle (e.g., headlights, logo, and personalized
decorations) are highly enhanced. Furthermore, this branch
pays more attention on the global vehicle shape information,
which is beneficial for vehicle model classification. The visual-
ization results strongly prove the effectiveness of the proposed
attribute-aware branch.
2) Effectiveness of the Stripe-based Branch: The next con-
tribution needing to be investigated is the effectiveness of
the stripe-based branch, which is realized by the horizontal
average pooling and dimension-reduced convolutional layers.
Thus, we conduct ablation experiments to evaluate the benefit
of the stripe-based branch quantitatively by removing the
attribute-aware branch from the SAN model. As shown in
Fig. 2, q determines the granularity of the part-level features.
Therefore, contrast experiments should be conducted to deter-
mine the number of q that will produce the most improvement.
As shown in Table I, as q increases, the retrieval accuracy
improves. When q = 8, the accuracy reaches the highest point;
hence, this value actually promotes the discriminative ability
of the part-level features most.
As shown in Table I, in comparison with the baseline with
only LID, the stripe-based branch with q = 8 exhibits 8.1%,
8.2%, and 11.2% improvement in Rank-1 accuracy under
the three test sets of VehicleID. On VeRi, the improvements
in Rank-1 and mAP are 4.0% and 9.1%, respectively. The
improvement in large and arduous test sets is larger than that
in small and easy ones, which demonstrates the robustness and
scalability of the stripe-based branch. This finding validates
the effectiveness and essentiality of the stripe-based branch.
Moreover, as Fig. 5 illustrates, compared with the baseline
model, the stripe-based branch focuses more on the windshield
region, which contains nearly all the subtle yet discriminative
traces (e.g., personalized decorations, inspection marks, and
damage traces) that play a major role in vehicle Re-ID. The
visualization result strongly proves the effectiveness of the
proposed striped-based branch, as well as reveals the causes
of the considerable improvements.
Finally, we combine the attribute-aware branch and stripe-
based branch with q = 8 together to get the best performance
and evaluate it on both VehicleID and VeRi datasets. On
VehicleID, the final Rank-1 accuracies on three test sets are
79.7%, 78.4%, 75.6%, respectively; whereas on VeRi, the final
8TABLE II: Comparison (%) with State-of-the-art Methods on
VehicleID
Methods
Test = 800 Test = 1600 Test = 2400
r=1 r=5 r=1 r=5 r=1 r=5
BOW-CN [38] 13.14 22.69 12.94 21.09 10.20 17.89
LOMO [39] 19.74 32.14 18.95 29.46 15.26 25.63
GoogLeNet [40] 47.90 67.43 43.45 63.53 38.24 59.51
NuFACT [41] 48.90 69.51 43.64 65.34 38.63 60.72
FACT [3] 49.53 67.96 44.63 64.19 39.91 60.49
DRDL [1] 49.0 73.5 42.8 66.8 38.2 61.6
VAMI [16] 63.12 83.25 52.87 75.12 47.34 70.29
TAMR [22] 66.02 79.71 62.90 76.80 59.69 73.87
QD-DLF [24] 72.32 92.48 70.66 88.90 64.14 83.37
PN [17] 78.4 92.3 75.0 88.3 74.2 86.4
SAN (ours) 79.7 94.3 78.4 91.3 75.6 88.3
mAP and Rank-1 accuracy are 72.5% and 93.3%, respectively.
As shown in Fig. 5, the car-head and windshield regions are
both activated in SAN. Thus, subtle yet discriminative traces
in both regions are spotted by the SAN model. In conclusion,
the proposed SAN provides evident benefits for vehicle Re-ID
tasks.
C. Comparison with State-of-the-art Methods
1) Comparison on VehicleID: The performance compari-
son of the proposed SAN and several state-of-art methods
under the VehicleID database is shown in Table II. It can
be observed that the proposed SAN acquires the highest
Rank-1 identification rates (i.e., 79.7%, 78.4%, and 75.6%
for Test800, Test1600, and Test2400, respectively) and Rank-
5 identification rates (i.e., 94.3%, 91.3%, and 88.3%, for
Test800, Test1600, and Test2400, respectively) among the
compared methods. The details of the analysis results are
discussed below.
Firstly, it can be found that deep learning-based methods
(i.e., GoogLeNet [40], NuFACT [41], FACT [3], DRDL [1],
VAMI [16], TAMR [22], QD-DLF [24], and PN [17]) are su-
perior to traditional methods (i.e., BOW-CN [38] and LOMO
[39]) in the VehicleID database.
Secondly, the proposed SAN method outperforms all
deep learning-based methods under comparison, including
GoogLeNet [40], NuFACT [41], FACT [3], DRDL [1], VAMI
[16], TAMR [22], QD-DLF [24], and PN [17], on the three
test sets under the VehicleID database. Specifically, PN [17],
which is the top deep learning-based vehicle Re-ID method,
has reached 78.4%, 75.0%, and 74.2% Rank-1 identification
rates on Test800, Test1600, and Test2400, respectively, which
are much higher than other deep learning-based vehicle Re-
ID methods. However, these rates, as well as the Rank-5
identification rates, have been surpassed by the proposed SAN.
2) Comparison on VeRi: Table III shows the comparison
results of the proposed SAN and the existing state-of-art
methods under the VeRi database. It can be observed that
the proposed SAN acquires the highest mAP (72.5%), Rank-
1 identification rate (93.3%), and Rank-5 identification rate
(97.1%) among all methods. The details of the analysis results
are discussed below.
TABLE III: Comparison (%) with State-of-the-art Methods on
VeRi
Methods mAP r=1 r=5
LOMO [39] 9.64 25.33 46.48
BOW-CN [38] 12.20 33.91 53.69
GoogLeNet [40] 17.89 52.32 72.17
FACT [3] 18.75 52.21 72.88
DenseNet121 [37] 45.06 80.27 91.12
NuFACT [41] 48.47 76.76 91.42
VAMI [16] 50.13 77.03 90.82
PROVID [41] 53.42 81.56 95.11
Siamese-CNN+Path-LSTM [15] 58.27 83.49 90.04
QD-DLF [24] 61.83 88.50 94.46
SAN (ours) 72.5 93.3 97.1
Firstly, in comparison with those handcrafted feature repre-
sentation methods (i.e., LOMO [39] and BOW-CN [38]), the
proposed SAN method consistently defeats LOMO [39] and
BOW-CN [38] by higher mAP, Rank-1 identification rate and
Rank-5 identification rate.
Secondly, compared with those single-modal deep learning
based vehicle Re-ID methods (i.e., GoogLeNet [40], FACT [3],
DenseNet121 [37], NuFACT [41], VAMI [16], and QD-DLF
[24]), the proposed SAN method demonstrates a higher accu-
racy improvement. Specifically, QD-DLF [24], which is the top
single-modal deep learning-based vehicle Re-ID method, only
obtains an mAP of 61.82%, a Rank-1 ID rate of 88.50%, and a
Rank-5 ID rate of 94.46%, which are considerably lower than
those of the proposed SAN method. Moreover, it can be seen
that VAMI [16] and QD-DLF [24] do not obviously exhibit
the superiority on the VeRi database, although they specially
consider the discriminative part-level features.
Thirdly, the proposed SAN method obviously defeats those
multi-modal deep learning-based vehicle Re-ID methods (i.e.,
PROVID [41] and Siamese-CNN+Path-LSTM [15]) in terms
of higher mAP, Rank-1 identification rate, and Rank-5 identi-
fication rate.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose a two-branch SAN to learn effi-
cient feature embedding for vehicle Re-ID. The SAN includes
two branches, namely, stripe-based branch and attribute-
aware branch. On the one hand, horizontal average pooling
and dimension-reduced convolutional layers are inserted into
the stripe-based branch to achieve part-level features. The
attribute-aware branch, on the other hand, extract global fea-
ture under the supervision of vehicle attribute labels. The part-
level and global features are then concatenated together to
form the final descriptor of the input image for vehicle Re-
ID. Using the deep learning feature learned by the proposed
SAN, the adverse effect of the horizontal viewpoint variations
is effectively resisted, and the vehicle Re-ID performance is
greatly improved. Extensive component analysis and compari-
son experiments on VeRi and VehicleID databases demonstrate
that the proposed method is superior to the existing state-of-
the-art vehicle Re-ID methods.
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